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Characters begin with 1 point in Timecraft, and 6 points in Chronal Stability and Health.
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TimeWatch HQ
Using the Build Point Tracker
Enter the number of Build Points available for General and Investigative abilities. Characters begin play with 50 General points and a number of Investigative points that varies based on the normal quantity of players: 23 points for 2 players20 points for 3 players18 points for 4 players16 points for 5+ playersThe sheet will keep a running total of remaining Build Points in violet.The Reset Abilities button will remove all entered Build Points.

TimeWatch HQ
Adding a Portrait
To add a portrait using Adobe Reader XI:- Copy desired image to Clipboard.- In Reader, click the COMMENT button at top right.- Select the Add Stamp option from the Annotations Palette, and choose 'Paste Clipboard Image as Stamp Tool'.- Stamp the image onto the PDF.- Select the image by clicking it (a blue selection box should appear), and press the button marked #.

TimeWatch HQ
Contact Us
TimeWatch character sheet v4.01 design by Matthew Breen. Questions or comments? Tweet us at @timewatchrpg.

TimeWatch HQ
Modes
The Toggle Mode button switches the sheet between Build Mode and Play Mode.  In Build Mode, Ability Ratings can be set.In Play Mode, Pool Spends and Pool Refreshes can be managed, and the current Stitch total can be recorded.

TimeWatch HQ
Importing Data
Choose a character from the dropdown list and hit Load Character.  Fields will be populated with pre-calculated values.Any existing data on the sheet will be cleared, so ensure you save anything you've worked on before using this feature.The Save Character button allows you to either replace the loaded character, or create a new record - so you can fill out a template and save it away as completed character, or modify your existing work.
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ABCDE

Pool refreshes: At any time, spend one or more 

stitches to refresh one or more General ability 

pools by 2 points per stitch.

Teamwork: Spend 2 stitches to grant another player

+1 in a General ability test.

Simplify Time Travel: Spend a stitch when time 
traveling to negate the need to make a travel test.

Boost combat damage: Spend stitches after 

rolling the damage die to increase damage inflicted 

on a 1 for 1 basis.

Reduce combat damage: Spend stitches on a 1 for 
1 basis to reduce damage that's inflicted on you.

travel Test: when you time travel, roll a d6; on a 1-3, 

lose 2 points of chronal stability. spend a stitch 

before rolling to Avoid the check Completely.

TimeWatch HQ
Auto-populating Boosters
Check this box to automatically populate the Boosters block with descriptions of the Boosters the agent currently qualifies for.(Uncheck and recheck to Refresh after making changes to ability pools.)The Drop-Down controls the font size within the block - if the text is too long for the available space, choose a smaller size and Refresh by unchecking and rechecking the box.



Character Name	Player Name	Nationality	Origin Time	Former Profession	Age	Drive	Athl	Burg	Disg	Medi	Prep	Real	Scuf	Shoo	Tink	Unob	Vehi	Heal	Chro	Anth	Arch	HAnc	HCon	HFut	Mili	Rese	Time	Triv	Auth	Bure	Char	Fals	High	Inti	Reas	Stre	Taun	Forg	Hack	MExp	Noti	Outd	Para	Scie	Spyi
"Bill S Preston, Esq."	Alex Winter	American	1990s	High School Student	17	Rock and Roll	8	2	6	4			2	1	8	8	2	12	9	1		2	1		3	1	1	3		1			1	1		1		2				1	1		
Ted Theodore Logan	Keanu Reeves	American	1990s	High School Student	17	Party On	4	4	4	4	2	2	1	1	2	2	8	14	14		1		2	1		3	1	1	3		1			1	1		1		2				1	1	
Rufus	George Carlin	Futurian	The Future	Temporal Professor	50	Excellence	1	2	3	4	5	6	7	8	9	5		6	6			1		2	1	 	3	1	1	3		1			1	1		1		2				1	1


	BC General Base: 50
	BC General Remaining: 0
	Reset Abilities: 
	BC Investigative Base: 16
	BC Investigative Remaining: 0
	Character Name: Mace Hunter
	Player Name: 
	Nationality: British
	Origin Time: 1843
	Former Profession: Big Game Hunter
	Age: 42
	Drive: Exploration
	Equipment 1: AutochronImpersonator MeshMedkitMEM‐tagsPaciFist disruptorTetherTimeWatch UniformTranslator'Ol Bessie
	Equipment 2: -- portable 1-man time machine-- +3 Unobtrusiveness until noticed-- used by Medic skill-- for subjects' memory modification-- close range, Stun 5, subtle-- holographic PDA-- chronomorphic, armor 1-- instant, 2-way, unnoticeable-- elephant gun: loud, +2 dmg
	Lab Athl: Athletics
	Lab Burg: Burglary
	Lab Disg: Disguise
	Lab Medi: Medic
	Lab Prep: Preparedness
	Lab Real: Reality Anchor
	Lab Scuf: Scuffling
	Lab Shoo: Shooting
	Lab Tink: Tinkering
	Lab Unob: Unobtrusiveness
	Lab Vehi: Vehicles
	Athl Circles: ○○○○○○○○
	Burg Circles: ○
	Disg Circles: ○○○
	Medi Circles: 
	Prep Circles: ○○○○○
	Real Circles: ○○
	Scuf Circles: ○○○○○○○○
	Shoo Circles: ○○○○○○○○
	Tink Circles: ○○○
	Unob Circles: ○○○○○○○○
	Vehi Circles: ○○
	Athl: 8
	Burg: 1
	Disg: 3
	Medi: 
	Prep: 5
	Real: 2
	Scuf: 8
	Shoo: 8
	Tink: 3
	Unob: 8
	Vehi: 2
	Lab Anth: Anthropology
	Lab Arch: Architecture
	Lab HAnc: History (Ancient)
	Lab HCon: History (Contemporary)
	Lab HFut: History (Future)
	Lab Mili: Military Tactics
	Lab Rese: Research
	Lab Time: Timecraft
	Lab Triv: Trivia
	Anth Circles: ○
	Anth: 1
	Arch Circles: 
	Arch: 
	HAnc Circles: ○
	HAnc: 1
	HCon Circles: ○
	HCon: 1
	HFut Circles: 
	HFut: 
	Mili Circles: ○
	Mili: 1
	Rese Circles: ○
	Rese: 1
	Time: 1
	Time Circles: ○
	Triv Circles: 
	Triv: 
	Lab Auth: Authority
	Lab Bure: Bureaucracy
	Lab Char: Charm
	Lab Fals: Falsehood Detection
	Lab High: High Society
	Lab Inti: Intimidation
	Lab Reas: Reassurance
	Lab Stre: Streetwise
	Lab Taun: Taunt
	Auth Circles: ○
	Auth: 1
	Bure Circles: 
	Bure: 
	Char Circles: ○
	Char: 1
	Fals Circles: ○
	Fals: 1
	High Circles: ○
	High: 1
	Inti Circles: ○
	Inti: 1
	Reas Circles: ○
	Reas: 1
	Stre Circles: 
	Stre: 
	Taun Circles: ○
	Taun: 1
	Lab Forg: Forgery
	Lab Hack: Hacking
	Lab MExp: Medical Expertise
	Lab Noti: Notice
	Lab Outd: Outdoor Survival
	Lab Para: Paradox Prevention
	Lab Scie: Science!
	Lab Spyi: Spying
	Para Circles: ○
	Forg Circles: 
	Hack Circles: 
	MExp Circles: 
	Noti Circles: ○
	Outd Circles: ○
	Scie Circles: 
	Spyi Circles: ○
	Forg: 
	Hack: 
	MExp: 
	Noti: 1
	Outd: 1
	Para: 1
	Scie: 
	Spyi: 1
	Shoo Plus: 
	Shoo Minus: 
	Scuf Plus: 
	Scuf Minus: 
	Real Plus: 
	Prep Plus: 
	Tink Plus: 
	Tink Minus: 
	Unob Plus: 
	Unob Minus: 
	Athl Minus: 
	Burg Minus: 
	Disg Minus: 
	Medi Minus: 
	Prep Minus: 
	Real Minus: 
	Athl Plus: 
	Burg Plus: 
	Disg Plus: 
	Medi Plus: 
	Vehi Plus: 
	Vehi Minus: 
	Time Plus: 
	Time Minus: 
	Rese Plus: 
	Rese Minus: 
	Mili Plus: 
	HFut Plus: 
	Triv Plus: 
	Triv Minus: 
	Anth Minus: 
	Arch Minus: 
	HAnc Minus: 
	HCon Minus: 
	HFut Minus: 
	Mili Minus: 
	Anth Plus: 
	Arch Plus: 
	HAnc Plus: 
	HCon Plus: 
	Stre Plus: 
	Stre Minus: 
	Reas Plus: 
	Reas Minus: 
	Inti Plus: 
	High Plus: 
	Taun Plus: 
	Taun Minus: 
	Auth Minus: 
	Bure Minus: 
	Char Minus: 
	Fals Minus: 
	High Minus: 
	Inti Minus: 
	Auth Plus: 
	Bure Plus: 
	Char Plus: 
	Fals Plus: 
	Spyi Plus: 
	Spyi Minus: 
	Scie Plus: 
	Scie Minus: 
	Para Plus: 
	Outd Plus: 
	Forg Minus: 
	Hack Minus: 
	MExp Minus: 
	Noti Minus: 
	Outd Minus: 
	Para Minus: 
	Forg Plus: 
	Hack Plus: 
	MExp Plus: 
	Noti Plus: 
	Stitches: 0
	Hit Threshold: 4
	Armor: 1
	SavePoolsG: 1,0,0,0,0,0,2,0,0,0,0,0,2
	SavePoolsI: 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0
	Chro Plus: 
	Chro Minus: 
	Heal Plus: 
	Heal Minus: 
	Chro Circles 14: 
	Chro Circles 13: 
	Chro Circles 11: 
	Chro Circles 12: 
	Chro Circles 7: 
	Chro Circles 8: 
	Chro Circles 10: 
	Chro Circles 9: 
	Chro Circles -9: 
	Chro Circles -10: 
	Chro Circles -11: 
	Heal Circles 14: 
	Heal Circles 13: 
	Heal Circles 11: 
	Heal Circles 12: 
	Heal Circles 7: ○
	Heal Circles 8: ○
	Heal Circles 10: 
	Heal Circles 9: 
	Heal Circles 5: 
	Heal Circles 6: 
	Heal Circles 1: 
	Heal Circles 2: 
	Heal Circles 4: 
	Heal Circles 3: 
	Heal Circles 0: 
	Heal Circles -1: 
	Heal Circles -3: 
	Heal Circles -2: 
	Heal Circles -5: 
	Heal Circles -4: 
	Heal Circles -7: 
	Heal Circles -6: 
	Heal Circles -9: 
	Heal Circles -8: 
	Heal Circles -12: 
	Heal Circles -10: 
	Heal Circles -11: 
	Auto-Booster: Hard to Hit: (Athletics, p 48) Your Hit Threshold is 4.Fast Hands: (Burglary, p 48) Once per round when in a close-quarters fight, you can pick one antagonist’s pocket without taking an action to do so. This test is usually D4; if you don't mind them noticing, it's one point lower.Flashback: (Preparedness, p 50) You can narrate a flashback where your group prepared a secret plan in the past, even if no one had been aware of it until now.Double Tap: (Shooting, p 52) You can shoot a second time during the same action. The second shot is performed at a +2 Difficulty. It doesn't need to be announced until after the first shot is resolved, and does not have to be at the same target.Keep Up: (Vehicles, p 54) Your allies can piggyback during a chase or time chase scene even if they would not normally be allowed to. If you take the lead on piggybacking a Vehicles contest, characters who are unable to pay the 1 point cost from their Vehicles pool only raise the Difficulty of the attempt by 1 instead of 2.
	Show Auto-Booster: Off
	AB Size: [6]
	Character History 3: You currently have an all-consuming crush on one of the members of your TimeWatch team (you choose), but you worry that revealing it explicitly would complicate the team's dynamics. How, and when, will you reveal the truth?More importantly, you understand that sophosaurs are uneasy allies of TimeWatch, and that Skegg is a trusted member of your team. You can't help but want to hunt him, though. Who would win in the most dangerous game between man and dinosaur? If given this chance, would you take it?
	Chro: 6
	Heal: 8
	Notes 1: 
	Character History 1: You're a man of passion and action, a risk-taker and a gambler. A failed army career (thanks to drunken carousing with your Captain's wife, especially after you won the resulting duel) drove you to a life of exile and exploration on the unexplored African continent. More interesting than your occasional bouts with inebriation were your treks up-river into the wild unknown. You survived disease, depredation, dehydration, starvation, native attack, wild animal attack, and near drowning... only to foolishly drink yourself unconscious near a man who hated you. When Cardoso quite literally stabbed you in the back and left you for dead (again, there was a girl involved), it was only the timely intervention of TimeWatch that saved you.
	Character History 2: You've put your past behind you and are careening into the future. You're a good fit for TimeWatch. You're a stealthy hunter, knowledgeable and deadly. Your one main weakness is emotional. You tend to fall in love with smart competent women, but you aren't so good with commitment. Will you ever find the right one -- and will she be from a time period you can actually stay in?Your other possible weakness -- Ha! More like a strength! -- is that you believe that anything worth doing is worth doing with style. You've been known to ignore simple plans in favor of more challenging, more flashy solutions.   
	Character Interactions 2: Altani: the daughter of Genghis Khan, and the fiercest warrior you've ever met. She is beautiful and a tactical geniusOf course, she hasn't necessarily adapted well to modern mores; you have trouble convincing her to take prisoners instead of leaving behind corpses. Skegg: a psychic female velociraptor from an alternate timeline. Intelligent and friendly or not, a dinosaur is a beast, and beasts were put on Earth for man to hunt. Your friendship with Skegg is conflicted, to say the least.Kelfala: He's a thinker, not a doer. Is everyone from the 24th century like that? How he managed as a starship pilot, you have no idea; you figure he spent more time planning his route than steering his ship. Show him the proper way to respond in a crisis.
	Character Interactions 1: Bold. Risk-taker. Hunter. Brutally honest. Gambler. Hunter. Womanizer. Lovelorn.Vid: an emotionless agent from mid-21st century India. You don't know why, but you fear her; she has the gaze of a killer, with not a spark of humanity inside. Good agent, though.Uurrk: cave-man from pre-history, strong and ugly and surprisingly smart. He's not much of a talker, but the two of you love to discuss hunting. You've become friends.Dr. Leah Breen: 23rd century (mad?) scientist who claims to have invented time travel. Morally challenged, gorgeous and probably insane. You don't know whether it's exciting or appalling that she seems to look at you like you're a piece of meat.
	Boosters: 
	Chro Circles 6: 
	Chro Circles 5: 
	Chro Circles 4: 
	Chro Circles 3: 
	Chro Circles 2: 
	Chro Circles 1: 
	Chro Circles 0: 
	Chro Circles -1: 
	Chro Circles -2: 
	Chro Circles -3: 
	Chro Circles -4: 
	Chro Circles -5: 
	Chro Circles -6: 
	Chro Circles -7: 
	Chro Circles -8: 
	Chro Circles -12: 
	ToggleMode: 
	ImportChooser: [0]
	ImportData: 
	SheetMode: Build Mode
	ResetPools: 
	PlaceImage: 
	LoadCharacter: 
	SaveCharacter: 
	ImpDataStorage: Character Name#@#Player Name#@#Nationality#@#Origin Time#@#Former Profession#@#Age#@#Drive#@#Equipment 1#@#Equipment 2#@#Armor#@#Notes 1#@#Boosters#@#Character History 1#@#Character History 2#@#Character History 3#@#Character Interactions 1#@#Character Interactions 2#@#Athl#@#Burg#@#Disg#@#Medi#@#Prep#@#Real#@#Scuf#@#Shoo#@#Tink#@#Unob#@#Vehi#@#Heal#@#Chro#@#Anth#@#Arch#@#HAnc#@#HCon#@#HFut#@#Mili#@#Rese#@#Time#@#Triv#@#Auth#@#Bure#@#Char#@#Fals#@#High#@#Inti#@#Reas#@#Stre#@#Taun#@#Forg#@#Hack#@#MExp#@#Noti#@#Outd#@#Para#@#Scie#@#Spyi#@##!#Mace Hunter#@##@#British#@#1843#@#Big Game Hunter#@#42#@#Exploration#@#Autochron||Impersonator Mesh||Medkit||MEM‐tags||PaciFist disruptor||Tether||TimeWatch Uniform||Translator||'Ol Bessie#@#-- portable 1-man time machine||-- +3 Unobtrusiveness until noticed||-- used by Medic skill||-- for subjects' memory modification||-- close range, Stun 5, subtle||-- holographic PDA||-- chronomorphic, armor 1||-- instant, 2-way, unnoticeable||-- elephant gun: loud, +2 dmg||#@#1#@##@##@#You're a man of passion and action, a risk-taker and a gambler. A failed army career (thanks to drunken carousing with your Captain's wife, especially after you won the resulting duel) drove you to a life of exile and exploration on the unexplored African continent. More interesting than your occasional bouts with inebriation were your treks up-river into the wild unknown. You survived disease, depredation, dehydration, starvation, native attack, wild animal attack, and near drowning... only to foolishly drink yourself unconscious near a man who hated you. When Cardoso quite literally stabbed you in the back and left you for dead (again, there was a girl involved), it was only the timely intervention of TimeWatch that saved you.#@#You've put your past behind you and are careening into the future. You're a good fit for TimeWatch. You're a stealthy hunter, knowledgeable and deadly. Your one main weakness is emotional. You tend to fall in love with smart competent women, but you aren't so good with commitment. Will you ever find the right one -- and will she be from a time period you can actually stay in?||||Your other possible weakness -- Ha! More like a strength! -- is that you believe that anything worth doing is worth doing with style. You've been known to ignore simple plans in favor of more challenging, more flashy solutions.   #@#You currently have an all-consuming crush on one of the members of your TimeWatch team (you choose), but you worry that revealing it explicitly would complicate the team's dynamics. How, and when, will you reveal the truth?||||More importantly, you understand that sophosaurs are uneasy allies of TimeWatch, and that Skegg is a trusted member of your team. You can't help but want to hunt him, though. Who would win in the most dangerous game between man and dinosaur? If given this chance, would you take it?#@#Bold. Risk-taker. Hunter. Brutally honest. Gambler. Hunter. Womanizer. Lovelorn.||||Vid: an emotionless agent from mid-21st century India. You don't know why, but you fear her; she has the gaze of a killer, with not a spark of humanity inside. Good agent, though.||||Uurrk: cave-man from pre-history, strong and ugly and surprisingly smart. He's not much of a talker, but the two of you love to discuss hunting. You've become friends.||||Dr. Leah Breen: 23rd century (mad?) scientist who claims to have invented time travel. Morally challenged, gorgeous and probably insane. You don't know whether it's exciting or appalling that she seems to look at you like you're a piece of meat.#@#Altani: the daughter of Genghis Khan, and the fiercest warrior you've ever met. She is beautiful and a tactical geniusOf course, she hasn't necessarily adapted well to modern mores; you have trouble convincing her to take prisoners instead of leaving behind corpses. ||||Skegg: a psychic female velociraptor from an alternate timeline. Intelligent and friendly or not, a dinosaur is a beast, and beasts were put on Earth for man to hunt. Your friendship with Skegg is conflicted, to say the least.||||Kelfala: He's a thinker, not a doer. Is everyone from the 24th century like that? How he managed as a starship pilot, you have no idea; you figure he spent more time planning his route than steering his ship. Show him the proper way to respond in a crisis.#@#8#@#1#@#3#@##@#5#@#2#@#8#@#8#@#3#@#8#@#2#@#8#@#6#@#1#@##@#1#@#1#@##@#1#@#1#@#1#@##@#1#@##@#1#@#1#@#1#@#1#@#1#@##@#1#@##@##@##@#1#@#1#@#1#@##@#1#@##!#Uurrk#@##@#Neanderthal#@#33,000 BCE#@#Hunter#@#19#@#Curiosity#@#Autochron / club||Impersonator Mesh||Medkit||MEM‐tags||PaciFist disruptor||Tether||TimeWatch Uniform||Translator||#@#-- portable 1-man time machine||-- +3 Unobtrusiveness until noticed||-- used by Medic skill||-- for subjects' memory modification||-- close range, Stun 5, subtle||-- holographic PDA||-- chronomorphic, armor 1||-- instant, 2-way, unnoticeable#@#1#@#The mnemomatic TimeWatch learning transfers are still kicking in, so you currently have 5 extra investigative points that remain unspent. That gives you huge flexibility. At any time you decide your new neurological programming has unlocked, you may assign 1 or more points to any Investigative ability you choose. When you do, add one word to your vocabulary list and briefly (for a sentence or two) become exceptionally erudite. ||||Example: "Find big fire ouch!" (assigns a point into Science.) "I said, old boys, if we don't find that nuclear warhead quickly this entire peninsula is going to be destroyed!" (enjoy dumbfounded looks from other players)||||(Note: You're an incredibly clever and gifted individual, canny and intuitive even if all the book learning memories haven't settled in yet, so the flexibility of assigning your points throughout play should help balance out the social stigma of being a caveman. This is supposed to be fun, but if it's a pain in the ass please feel free to minimize or ignore the speech restriction.)||||(Other note: if you like the idea of playing a caveman with a (very) limited vocabulary, you should also check out Firefly Games' "Og!: Unearthed Edition, by Robin D. Laws. It's hilarious.) #@##@#You join "TimeWatch" because you clever. You spend days on metal machines, they give you big smarts and new memories and big knowledge. You always understand other peoples' talk-talk, but only know twelve words yourself:  ||||Fire. Meat. Zug-zug. Big. Tree. Water. Existentialism. Ouch. Sun. Look. Good. No. ||||(Or pick 12 words, one of which has to be exceptionally and unaccountably multi-syllabic. Use only these while speaking. Grunt a lot.) #@#TimeWatch give you new good tribe, has you find and stop bad people who dry up river of time. You like this job. This second mission; first mission involve thunder-lizards, big meteor, bird-flying in blackness. Fun.#@#The problem of being the only one of your kind is that you are incredibly lonely. You are prone to sudden friendships and excessive trust with people you've just met. #@#Powerful. Blunt. Curious. Intimidating. Intelligent. Naive.||||---||||Vid: Her future India-man. Eyes empty like cave. Her always holding back. Make friends?||||Mace Hunter: Big future hunter-man! You friend. Talk hunting, work good together.||||Dr. Leah Breen: Mean future time-wizard woman. Makes things quick. You think she crazy like foamy bear. ||||Altani: Angry horse woman, dark steel eyes, iron and wood and hunting blood. You would hunt with her.#@#Skegg: Tiny clever thunder lizard! Her speak in head, scuttle through bush. She Uurrk lizard-pet, like scaly dog! You make presents, pat much, help make good happy-nest. ||||Kelfala: Him fly metal bird through sky of no-world. Him smart!||#@#10#@##@#8#@##@#5#@#4#@#10#@#1#@##@#3#@#3#@#10#@#8#@#1#@##@#1#@##@##@##@##@#1#@##@##@##@##@##@##@#1#@#1#@#1#@#1#@##@##@##@#1#@#2#@#1#@##@#1#@##!#Vidvhansaka-5#@##@#Punjabi#@#2047#@#T-1000#@#4 (physical age 27)#@#Duty#@#Autochron||Impersonator Mesh||Medkit||MEM‐tags||PaciFist disruptor||Tether||TimeWatch Uniform||Translator||#@#-- portable 1-man time machine||-- +3 Unobtrusiveness until noticed||-- used by Medic skill||-- for subjects' memory modification||-- close range, Stun 5, subtle||-- holographic PDA||-- chronomorphic, armor 1||-- instant, 2-way, unnoticeable#@#1#@#Special rule: unlike other characters, you may not use your Medic skill to help others. Each point of Medic spent on yourself restores 2 Health points.#@##@#Your name is Hindi for "Destroyer." You are a shape-shifting assassination cyborg created by India for use in the Pakistan Nuclear Dead Zone of 2043. The first of your kind to achieve sentience and question your programming, you were recruited by TimeWatch and reprogrammed with greater free will. You have few memories of that time. You now serve to maintain the time stream against all who would destroy or damage it, and you revel in the sentience that allows you to accomplish this. You no longer feel allegiance or loyalty to the military consortium that created you, and your skill in assassination is no longer as useful; killing people in the past or future runs contrary to your new programming.#@#You are constructed from intelligent liquid metal that allows you impersonate others (Disguise), bypass barriers (Burglary), Hide by flattening yourself out (Unobtrusiveness), run quickly (Vehicles - your legs count as a vehicle), and heal yourself (Medic.) You can shapeshift your limbs into useful tools and simple weapons like swords (Preparedness.)#@#You have kept your mechanical nature secret from the rest of your team, under the reasonable assumption that they will no longer trust you. This is bound to come out at some point. #@#Focused. Precise. Literal. Effective. Naive. Secretive. Curious. ||||---||||Uurrk: a neanderthal from approximately 33,000BCE. He is strong, ugly and smarter than people expect. You treat him with respect.||||Mace Hunter: 19th century African explorer and big game hunter. He cares more for his emotions than he does for the quality of his kills.||||Dr. Leah Breen: 23rd century scientist who incorrectly claims to have invented time travel. She is unpredictable and morally challenged. Paying her respect is the most efficient means to manipulate her, whether or not she is worthy of it.#@#Altani: She is perfection in battle. Bold, clever and decisive. She lacks the patience to make an acceptable assassin, however; her vindictiveness and impatience ruin strategy. ||||Skegg: This creature can not logically exist. She is a member of your TimeWatch team despite this fact, however, which implies that logic and time travel are not necessarily comprehensible. You treat her with confusion, kindness and care.||||Kelfala: 24th century starship pilot. He is a thinker, a planner, and a leader. If you need a superior to guide you, you prefer to take orders from him. It is possible that this could be considered "friendship."#@#8#@#3#@#3#@#4#@#5#@##@#8#@#4#@#3#@#3#@#3#@#12#@#6#@##@##@##@#1#@#1#@#1#@#1#@#1#@#1#@#1#@##@##@#1#@##@#1#@##@#1#@##@#1#@#2#@##@#1#@##@#1#@#1#@#1#@##!#Dr. Leah Breen#@##@#New Zealand#@#2248#@#Chrono-Scientist#@#38#@#Hubris#@#Autochron||Impersonator Mesh||Medkit||MEM‐tags||PaciFist disruptor||Tether||TimeWatch Uniform||Translator||#@#-- portable 1-man time machine||-- +3 Unobtrusiveness until noticed||-- used by Medic skill||-- for subjects' memory modification||-- close range, Stun 5, subtle||-- holographic PDA||-- chronomorphic, armor 1||-- instant, 2-way, unnoticeable#@#1#@#Self-involved. Brilliant. Amoral. Creative. Lonely. Vindictive. ||||---||||Remember that as a free action, you can tinker (Difficulty 4) with your weapon each round to increase damage or the Stun rating by +1. ||||You can also spend points of Science! to immediately produce high-tech inventions that you actually assembled earlier. Tinkering can create these as well, given some time.#@##@#Some ignorant cretins used to call you mad. You, mad? Ha ha ha ha ha! Hardly. They just said that because you don't often brush your hair or pay attention to ethics or talk in terms that the uneducated can understand. Or perhaps it's that you're a great inventor who happens to produce extraordinary inventions on a whim. Mad? Hardly. You are not mad. You are a genius, and you're helping save the world.  ||||There's a very good chance you invented time travel. You were one of the inventors, at least, and you were in the process of sabotaging other peoples' experiments to make sure you were the only inventor when you were stopped by TimeWatch. #@#Since there was clearly a great deal you didn't know, you jumped at the opportunity to become a TimeWatch agent and fix tears in the continuity of the space-time continuum. It's been tremendously satisfying. You love your job as a time agent, and the experiences you gather help satisfy your boundless curiosity. You like to interview other agents from varying times, finding out how they're fitting in and offering to experiment on them. History fascinates you, and you miss the days when you could change it on a whim to see what happened.||||It's a lonely life, though. Some day you hope to settle down. You'll have to find the right person first. Someone who can stand up to you. Someone bright, and strong of will.#@#Back when you were busy sabotaging other inventors' time machines, you may have slightly flung a few scientists randomly through the time stream. You worry a bit that this might have made things more difficult for TimeWatch, and always wonder if that's going to come back to bite you. #@#Your fellow agents:||||Vid: an emotionless agent from mid-21st century India. So hard to get a rise out of! But she is competence personified and fairly obedient, and you like both of these things. ||||Kelfala: 24th century starship pilot. He is handsome, a thinker, and a man of technology. What could be better? He doesn't care for you, but that's certainly because he hasn't yet had the opportunity to truly appreciate your brilliance. There will be time. ||||Skegg: A psychic velociraptor? Fascinating! You can't wait for the opportunity to experiment, cybernetically improve, or  -- if worst comes to worst -- dissect her.#@#Mace Hunter: a passionate 19th century African explorer and big game hunter. He's masculinity personified except when he's sobbing into his whiskey, and a good man to have at your back. You have no use for his mind, but that's not what you'd be interested in anyways.||||Uurrk: a cave-man from pre-history, strong and ugly and surprisingly smart. You have no use for him and make no secret of the fact. He is the opposite of the modern man, and should have been left back in time with the other fossils.||||Altani: She is younger and a better warrior than you. Regardless, her approach to logic and education is childish. You scorn her, and her dislike of you nominates her as "first to accidentally get shot in the back" in the little-known Breen Awards..#@#3#@#3#@#3#@#6#@#1#@#6#@#2#@#5#@#8#@#4#@#5#@#7#@#9#@##@##@##@#1#@#1#@##@#1#@#2#@##@#1#@#1#@##@##@##@#1#@#1#@##@#1#@##@#1#@#1#@#1#@##@#1#@#3#@##@##!#Altani#@##@#Mongolian#@#13th century#@#Mongol warrior/princess#@#29#@#Risk-taker#@#Autochron||Impersonator Mesh||Medkit||MEM‐tags||PaciFist disruptor||Tether||TimeWatch Uniform||Translator||#@#-- portable 1-man time machine||-- +3 Unobtrusiveness until noticed||-- used by Medic skill||-- for subjects' memory modification||-- close range, Stun 5, subtle||-- holographic PDA||-- chronomorphic, armor 1||-- instant, 2-way, unnoticeable#@#1#@##@##@#You are a daughter of Genghis Khan, celebrated for identifying and stopping an assassin while you were still a girl. You always knew that you were destined to be more than a herdsman's wife. Now you ride an autochron instead of a horse, and wield beam weapons instead of bows and arrows—but really, you love a good horseback archery contest now and then. No one else ever wins. #@#You grew up trained as a tactician and a warrior. Regardless, you can play the part of a lady when the occasion demands it. Your current life is so strange compared to the simplicity and harshness of the steppe. And seriously, why does no one else in TimeWatch understand that you kill your foes, not knock them out? A surviving foe returns to fight again. A beheaded foe, whose allies are crushed with overwhelming and unstoppable force, becomes a lesson to your enemies that you are not to be trifled with. TimeWatch agents could learn from this.#@#It is shameful, but sometimes? Sometimes you enjoy sybaritic comfort, warm baths and fluffy towels and a lack of hardship. You fear that admitting this weakness will make you look vulnerable to your foes and friends alike.#@#Leader. Independent. Competitive.  Bloodthirsty. Creative. Monastic. Homesick. ||||---||||Mace Hunter: A warrior of a man, although he fights with firearms instead of with spears and swords. You sometimes wonder which of you would win in a fight. He is becoming old, but that means that he is a survivor.|| ||Uurrk: a caveman from before time, hairy and slope-browed. He is kind to you, and an excellent hunter.||||Vidhvansaka: She does not move like a normal human. You do not know what she is, but she is a deadly foe in combat. ||#@#Dr. Leah Breen: this woman is old, pale and weak. She reminds you of spoiled mare's milk. She believes herself to be a brilliant thinker, when all she really is is clever and cruel.||||Skegg: this woman-sized lizard speaks directly into your brain with some sort of sorcery. She is like the Chinese dragons, but lacking fiery breath.  You quite like her, even if you do not understand her.||||Kelfala: he could be such a warrior if he put his mind to it! The future has made him soft; he depends on thinking through problems instead of acting on them, or of shooting foes instead of gutting him. Perhaps you can teach him what it should mean to be a warrior instead of a scientist.||#@#8#@##@#3#@#3#@#4#@#3#@#8#@#8#@##@#3#@#5#@#10#@#7#@#1#@##@#1#@#1#@##@#2#@##@#1#@##@#1#@##@#1#@#1#@#1#@#1#@##@#1#@#1#@##@##@##@#1#@#1#@#1#@##@#1#@##!#Skegg#@##@#Sophosaur#@##@#Psychic velociraptor#@#5#@#Former Enemy#@#Autochron||Impersonator Mesh||Medkit||MEM‐tags||PaciFist disruptor||Tether||TimeWatch Uniform||Translator||#@#-- portable 1-man time machine||-- +3 Unobtrusiveness until noticed||-- used by Medic skill||-- for subjects' memory modification||-- close range, Stun 5, subtle||-- holographic PDA||-- chronomorphic, armor 1||-- instant, 2-way, unnoticeable#@#1#@#You don't need your PaciFist to stun people; you can gain the same effect using psychic attacks with your mind. This is treated identically to the weapon, including using the Shooting ability.||||You tend to describe your Ability use as psychic powers, which has the same mechanical effect but which appears far different than how humans handle things. For instance, you may describe your Disguise as a psychic phantasm, and your Intimidation may work by psychically triggering the fear center in a foe's brain.  Feel free to describe these however you like.#@##@#You are what TimeWatch calls a sophosaur, a psychic dinosaur (like a large velociraptor) from an alternate reality where no meteor hit the Earth and your ancestors never perished. In this reality, your people evolved and learned, developing vast psychic powers in lieu of mechanical tinkering. They developed time travel before your universe was wiped out by TimeWatch, and many of your fellows have fled into time and have sworn to bring back the world that has been destroyed. ||||You, however, joined TimeWatch. #@#This has made your mate a mortal enemy of yours, as he informed you in a near-deadly attack before you parted, but you understand that your very existence is a fluke of some saboteur's action. You refuse to disappear into the void, and that means fighting to keep it safe. By your actions, perhaps your people will be judged more fairly.||||It is tricky being a dinosaur in a world made for humans. You have had to rely on a holograph generator for your disguise, and you can not easily handle all human weapons. You are educated and spry, however, and you hope that you prove to be an asset to your fellow agents.#@#Mace Hunter (as do other TimeWatch hunters) fancies himself a big game hunter, a professional killer of deadly animals. You sometimes wonder how he would fare if the two of you faced off against one another. Dare you suggest it?#@#Brilliant. Deadly. Receptive. Cautious. Regretful. Inquisitive. Funny.||||---||||Mace Hunter: A man of action, not of cautious thought. He is old compared to some, and is wily, a dominant male. He enjoys a challenge, and so you act more bestial than normal near him, just to give him pleasure in a possible future hunt.||||Uurrk: This is a proto-human, early in their evolutionary development and not yet fully formed.||||Vid: It is not human, and yet all other agents seem to believe that it is. Why does it not just tell them the truth? Is it not obvious to everyone?||#@#Dr. Leah Breen: You do not like the way she examines you, like a specimen on a lab bench. He is intelligent, and inventive, but perhaps lacking in restraint.||||Altani: she considers you akin to mythological constructs named "dragons" from a human place named China. You do not disabuse her of this notion, as it comforts her, and you are very fond of her indeed.||||Kelfala: he comes from a time where humans have conquered the sky in huge metal ships, sailing between the voids. He is a thinker and philosopher, and you take pleasure in his company.||#@#8#@#1#@#6#@#1#@#4#@#3#@#8#@#6#@#1#@#5#@#1#@#10#@#8#@#1#@##@#1#@##@##@#1#@#1#@#1#@##@#1#@##@##@#1#@#1#@#1#@##@##@#1#@##@##@##@#2#@#1#@#2#@#1#@#1#@##!#Kelfala#@##@#Sierra Leone#@#2312#@#Starship pilot#@#28#@#Exploration#@#Autochron||Impersonator Mesh||Medkit||MEM‐tags||PaciFist disruptor||Tether||TimeWatch Uniform||Translator||#@#-- portable 1-man time machine||-- +3 Unobtrusiveness until noticed||-- used by Medic skill||-- for subjects' memory modification||-- close range, Stun 5, subtle||-- holographic PDA||-- chronomorphic, armor 1||-- instant, 2-way, unnoticeable#@#1#@#Heroic. Precise. Agile. Philosophical. Thoughtful. Explorer. Speed demon. #@##@#Originally from 24th century West Africa, you're trained as a science officer and starship pilot. Recruited by TimeWatch from your escape pod after an alien ambush crippled your ship, you jumped at the chance to explore Earth back when it was fresh and young. You're something of a philosopher and enlightened thinker, tending to consider first and act second. The one exception to that is in a race, when you are willing to try almost any dirty trick to win. You feel bad afterwards, but nothing's more fun than speed.||||You try to fight intelligently; using pure brute force seems like taking the easy route to you. #@#When you aren't adequately prepared, you like to use time travel to solve your lack of foresight; when things go wrong, you're willing to trust your future self to help fix the problem. This probably annoys some of your team, but you're handsome and charming enough that they've let you get away with it so far. ||||You've done some work studying the concept of Platonic rulership, an unachievably ideal government set up to be as productive, efficient and kind to its people as possible. You haven't found an example yet, either in space travel or time travel, but hey - there's lots left to see! Discussing this sort of philosophy isn't to everyone's taste; your friends are trying to ground you a little, you think. You aren't quite sure if that's a fantastic idea or a horrible one.#@#It's difficult, sometimes, not to apply your knowledge and philosophical ideals to the messed-up governments you often venture into on TimeWatch missions. Yes, yes, you know that's not your job, and interfering would be both unprofessional and suicidal -- but it's tempting to test your theories all the same.#@#Mace Hunter: a barbaric big game hunter and African explorer from the 19th century. You like his spirit of adventure, but the man lacks vision.||||Vid: this Punjabi assassin is almost emotionless, and is really hard to get to know. You like her regardless. She's efficient, knows when to stun her target instead of killing them, and has a sly sense of humor that's hard for most people to see.||||Dr. Leah Breen: if she's not insane, she's a sociopath, but TimeWatch has cleared her based on her scholarship and potential. From the 23rd century, she claims to have invented time travel. You do know her thinking is brilliant and improvisational; you also know that she has set her sights on you romantically. Flattering, but a REALLY bad idea.#@#Uurrk: a neanderthal caveman who you'd swear shows more humanity than Mace. Uurrk doesn't communicate particularly well, but he's superb at his job.||||Altani: This daughter of Genghis Khan is smart, clever, and gorgeous. Your minor crush on her would be a major crush if she wasn't show bloodthirsty. Chronal stability be damned, if it were up to Altani all your enemies would be beheaded after torture. It must be a culture thing.||||Skegg: this female agent is a sophosaur, a psychic velociraptor from an alternate timeline where the meteor never hit Earth. She's a good friend: trustworthy (which is surprising, considering that most of her kind try to destroy TimeWatch), wise, and capable.||#@#8#@##@#3#@##@#8#@#3#@#3#@#8#@#3#@#3#@#8#@#8#@#7#@##@#1#@##@#1#@#1#@#1#@#1#@#1#@#1#@#1#@#1#@#1#@#1#@#1#@##@#1#@##@##@##@#1#@##@#1#@##@#1#@#1#@##@##!##@##@##@##@##@##@##@#Autochron||Impersonator Mesh||Medkit||MEM‐tags||PaciFist disruptor||Tether||TimeWatch Uniform||Translator||#@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##!##@##@##@##@##@##@##@#Autochron||Impersonator Mesh||Medkit||MEM‐tags||PaciFist disruptor||Tether||TimeWatch Uniform||Translator||#@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##!##@##@##@##@##@##@##@#Autochron||Impersonator Mesh||Medkit||MEM‐tags||PaciFist disruptor||Tether||TimeWatch Uniform||Translator||#@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##!##@##@##@##@##@##@##@#Autochron||Impersonator Mesh||Medkit||MEM‐tags||PaciFist disruptor||Tether||TimeWatch Uniform||Translator||#@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##!##@##@##@##@##@##@##@#Autochron||Impersonator Mesh||Medkit||MEM‐tags||PaciFist disruptor||Tether||TimeWatch Uniform||Translator||#@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##!##@##@##@##@##@##@##@#Autochron||Impersonator Mesh||Medkit||MEM‐tags||PaciFist disruptor||Tether||TimeWatch Uniform||Translator||#@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##!##@##@##@##@##@##@##@#Autochron||Impersonator Mesh||Medkit||MEM‐tags||PaciFist disruptor||Tether||TimeWatch Uniform||Translator||#@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##!##@##@##@##@##@##@##@#Autochron||Impersonator Mesh||Medkit||MEM‐tags||PaciFist disruptor||Tether||TimeWatch Uniform||Translator||#@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##!##@##@##@##@##@##@##@#Autochron||Impersonator Mesh||Medkit||MEM‐tags||PaciFist disruptor||Tether||TimeWatch Uniform||Translator||#@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##!##@##@##@##@##@##@##@#Autochron||Impersonator Mesh||Medkit||MEM‐tags||PaciFist disruptor||Tether||TimeWatch Uniform||Translator||#@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##@##!#
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